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STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE
The purpose of this thesis, Emerson’s Ideas on
Democracy ^ is to enlarge the scope of appreciation for Emerson.
Long has his name as a philosopher been linked with an inter- ,
pretation of nature, with a sort of didactic individualism,
and with the combination of these two under the concept of
Transcendentalism, But the average reader perhaps does not
realize the extent and practicaility of Emerson’s philosophy
as it applies to all phases of democracy. As is too often
the case, he was the unheeded prophet of a more ideal American '
civilization; and the citizen who is vitally interested in
preserving the ideals of democracy in the face of modern, post-
war political travesties all over the world, will find in the
pages of Emerson a re-eii5)hasis of standards and the promul-
gation of theories that have become twentieth-century facts.
For substantiation of this thesis, material has been
drawn only from the prose works of Emerson, excluding corres-
pondence, Most of the material is presented in the form of
direct quotations, although there have been a few free para-
phrases of his paragraphs. With the presentation, there has
been no attempt to discuss his conclusions in terms of events
of succeeding decades. The application would be too obvious.
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EMERSON *S IDEAS ON DEMOCRACY
I. INTRODUCTION
The literate American knows the name of Emerson, A
few can get a vague connotation of something spiritual when
they hear of transcendentalism. Even the newspaper for the
masses, no matter how provincial, will carry, on anniversary
dates, ainecdotes of Emerson’s humanness or learning. He has,
at least, become a name, a name in the history of American
literature; but as a figure of any national significance, he
will probably remain in the shadowy recesses of college halls.
There, imquestionably, his casual readers will continue to
view him as the mild, genial philosopher of Concord and
environs. Even if he were looked upon as a potential mystic,
few would grant him disciples for any political or economic
dogma. The most realistic of readers would certainly never
conceive of Emerson in the Cabinet as a Secretary of Labor,
Commerce, or Agriculture, He was never the framer of a
Reform Bill or of a Constitution, nor did he ever write a
Tenure of Kings or a Wealth of Nations , But, on the other
hand, never did he wander from the paths of wisdom to promul-
gate a Utopia or a Pantisocracy,
The very serenity of his existence in Concord and the
extreme latitude of his philosophy combined to keep him from
the feverish participation in public office, and to leave him
free for wise consideration of the social, political, and
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religious forces of his country* Richard Garnett in his brief
biography of Emerson summarizes: "Emerson could and did create
a type of wisdom especially national, as characteristic of the
1
West as Buddha’s of the East." Emerson’s concept of the
cultured mind might well apply to himself: "The trained human
2
mind, metaphysically, is a citizen of the universe." His
knowledge of human nature, his experiences from travel, and his
trust in universal laws produced an outlook on life in the
United States that is amazingly accurate when superin^osed
upon the actual results of the last hundred years. But though
Emerson’s lectures, essays, and journals are richly padded
with practical philosophy on every phase of democracy, yet
never was he recognized for any definite thesis on political
economy or sociology. As Prince Hal could observe even in the
heat of youth: "Wisdom cries out in the streets, and no man
regards it." With his acquaintance with many of the political
stalwarts of Massachusetts, Emerson might well have become a
nineteenth-century "brain-truster." Perhaps his touch of
transcendentalism, his attenpt to interpret daily affairs in
terms of divine reason and to see a relation with the eternal
3
order of the world, caused hard-headed Ysinkees to shy. But
so it is one of the great incon^^letenesses of democracy to be
unable to judge where the best minds are.
We who read the modern poets can follow the influence
1 Life of Ralph Waldo Emerson
2 Progress oi^ Culture
3 Poetry and Imagination
1=
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of Emerson, or at least can realize that he was a forer\inner,
in this coii5)lete identity of the soul with human experiences
and universal laws of nature* But who of us could possibly
imagine that this same poetic philosopher who conceived of
existence in terms of the Over-soul could conprehend life in
a realistic and practical fashion? How amazing that he is
not just the sort of man we should expect to be swayed by
fiery reformers. Theoretical conpacts like Brook Farm and
Hopedale he treated with open suspicion. When he wrote post
haste to tivo of Bronson Alcott*s English converts on the
Pruitlainds project, he made very clear that Alcott might
have had a few sound philosophical concepts, but that for the
practical application thereof he could not be trusted. Passive
ly, Emerson could be even more devastating to reformers who
unwittingly approached him. His neighbor Mary Hosmer Brown
quotes his reply to an Adventist who v/as predicting the world
would end in a week. 'W^ell,” said Emerson, "I dare say we
1
shall do very well without it." On a larger scale he con-
demned them for their lack of intellectual or spiritual
balance. "Although each prates of spirit, there is no spirit,
2
but repetition, which is anti-spiritual." "Reformers use
outward and vulgar means. They do not rely on precisely that
strength which wins me to their cause; not on love, not on
a principle, but on men, on circumstances, on money, on party;
1 Ralph V/aldo Emerson
2 Goethe; or. the Writer
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Itthat is, on fear, on wrath, and pride.
So Emerson contemplated deeply and presented his con-
clusions wisely and without haste. In such a matter as
! national education, if his views could have been adopted and
enforced one hundred years ago, untold energy would be saved
today by state departments of education, by the National
Education Association, and by the recent Federal projects.
Just as explicitly did Emerson evaluate the position of the
individual in a social, economic, and political state. He
gave consideration to the functions of government. All in all,
he estimated his American democracy as worthy of the faith of
its founders and significant in terms of world civilization,
II, GENERAL PHILOSOPHY
Emerson *s own personal faith in the republic came as
the result of a natural heritage and training. His ancestors
had been Colonial leaders and Revolutionary figures. Descend-
ing through a line of scholars and religious men, his teii5)era-
ment had produced the true philosophical bent. Concentrated
study had taught him the lessons of history, and travel had
helped prove them. His experiences produced threads with
which it is possible, at least, to weave a pattern of
democracy that should exist as long as man can be stirred by
higher moral laws. This was the same feeling that Emerson
1 Lecture on the Times at tlasonic Te!i5)le, Boston
X
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credited to ovr early settlers: “A deep religious sentiment
1
sanctified the thirst for liberty*"
While still in extreme youth, Emerson looked upon
America as synonymous with ideal democracy. With growing
maturity, his views had to accept the alloy of more exten-
sive observations. Yet never did he lose his optimism, nor
had he any illusions about our civilization. Only over the
transient and terr^^orary misdeeds of his fellow men did he
lose patience or indulge in the irony of: "I baptize thee in
the name of the Governor, and of the Senate, and of the House
2
of Representatives." He believed too firmly in those natural
laws which he expressed: "There is a tendency in things to
right themselves, and the war or revolution or bankruptcy that
shatters a rotten system, allows things to take a new and
3
natural order." "The Times are the masquerade of the Eter-
nities; trivial to the dull, tokens of noble and majestic
4
agents to the v/ise," "No forms can have any dangerous impor-
6
tance v/hilst we are befriended by the laws of things," In a
reference to history he continued: "Napoleon did all that in
him lay to live and thrive without moral principle. It v/as
the nature of things, the eternal law of man and of the world
which baulked and ruined him. Every experiment that has a
6
sensual and selfish aim will fail." The same belief is
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translated ft»om the Latin: "Things themselves refuse to be
mismanaged," He hoped that the very perfection of the solar
system could be maintained in society so that affairs might
2
progress without human, artificial restraints.
The divine laws, which Emerson conceived of as
relating the cosmic or natural lav;s to the affairs of mankind,
helped explain the whole course of human history. The destiny
of human life on this earth was the type of ideal democracy
which Emerson envisioned. It would be a slow "grinding of
the mills," for he knew that since "it takes millennivims to
3
make a Bible," it might take as long to perfect the adherents
of such active charters as constitutions. In the case of the
United States he admitted tremendous material advance, tut
added, "I will not say that American institutions have given
4
a nev/ enlargement to our idea of a finished man." But still
through the pages of history he read that "the star of Eii5)ire
5
rolls West." History showed: "Formerly, moral corruption
struck the blow at Assyriain, Grecian, and Roman magnificence,
and is at this day sapping the stability of European monar-
6
chies." The vein of a prophet was in those words. Emerson
noted, furthermore, that "the oppressions of V/illiam the Norman,
savage forest laws and crushing despotism made possible the
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^inspiration of Magna Charta .” Thus began those factors of
which the Saixon race, "with its instinct for liberty and law,--
•
2
and for thought," has long been the leader. The Bill of
Rights, important a step as it was in 1689, Emerson conceived
3
of in his day as becoming "the Bill of H\iman Duties," And in
his lecture on Robert Burns Emerson used that Scottish peasant
to represent "in the mind of men today that great uprising of
the middle class against the armed and privileged minorities,
that uprising which worked politically in the American and
French Revolutions, and v/hich in education and social order
has changed the face of the world." Economically Emerson hated
war, as in his Journal he demanded; "Root it out, burn it up,
pay for the damage , and let us have done v/ith it;" but
spiritually could see that "the wars of history have served
4
the cause of truth and virtue." As far as the American
Revolution was concerned, Emerson took particular pride in his
own native Boston, recording: "Boston never was wanting some
thorn of dissent and innovation and heresy to prick the sides
5
of conservatism,"
These were the rebellions that broke feudalism after
6
it had grown "to be a bandit and brigand," "The culmination
of these triunqphs of htamanity is the planting of America,"
7
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“The establishing of the American government was formed in
' 1
the very spirit of enlarged knowledge and liberal notions.”
This v;as the foundation of a country that seemed to v/iden man’s
horizon and enhance his natural rights. Its liberty “was to
be built on Religion, the Emancipator; Religion which teaches
2
equality of all men in view of the spirit which created man.”
The liberty which emanated from a sturdy faith in the Divinity
3
was to Emerson “an accurate index of general progress,” a
progress from the period of kingly concessions to one of the
spiritual equations of freedom and eqviality. “The civil
history of men mi^t be traced by the successive meliorations
4
as marked in higher moral generalizations.”
Whether this establishment of the American democracy
was the actual destiny of race or nations, or was the natural
outcome of growing intelligence on the part of the masses, at
least to be successful it had to be bound by certain moral
attitudes and to be guided by clear-cut purposes. In regard
to these ideas Emerson was as specific as his assurance over
the part played by natural laws and by the tide of history.
From his own stature of soul, he sought ultimately the en-
noblement of man and society. He knev/ it could come through
a stern life and an active life. He could sense a philosophy
of existence for man. Henry Thoreau’s remark was worth copy-
ing into his Journals ; “As long as a man stands in his own
i
I
8
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2 Boston
3 "rtie Fugitive Slave Law
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way, everything seems to be in his way, governments, society,
etc." Agreement with this in^elled him to exhort: "Do not
be too timid and squeamish about your actions. All life is
1
an experiment. The more experiments you make the better."
And again: "A man contains all that is needful to his govern-
ment within himself. He is made a law \into himself. All real
2
good or evil that can befall him must be from himself."
3
"The world exists for the education of each man." Society
4
might be "built of harsh Necessity"; yet Emerson wished every
man to justify his existence and fortify his intelligence by
realizing tliat "all forms of institutions are merely pictures
5
or allegories of the laws of the mind." He liked the kind of
rugged atmosphere that engendered great men, for they "serve
6
us as insxjrrections do in bad governments." '^e must have
kings, and we must have nobles. Nature provides such in every
7
society, - only let us have the real instead of the titular."
"There is no prosperity, trade, art, city, or great material
wealth of any kind, but if you trace it home you v/ill find it
8
rooted in a thought of some individual man." "Open the doors
of opportunity to talent and virtue. In a ft*ee and just
commonwealth, property rushes from the idle and imbecile to
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the industrious, tarave and persevering," "The roisterous,
energetic type must have some vent for their explosive com-
plexion, These are the originators and executors, ——The
excess of virility has the sajne iii5)ortance in general history
2
as in private and industrial life,"
This was the type of mind and energy that Emerson saw
everywhere. He was glad of a country the genius of which was
opportunity, "the opportunity of civil rights, of education,
3
of personal power," He was more glad, however, when all
these desirable "men of original perception and original
4
action" were strengthened by an intellect that "annuls Fate,
5
So far as a man thinks, he is free," He wanted these same
men motivated by an integrity that would make them "faithful
obeyers of duty, filled with the purpose of carrying out the
6
desire and need of mankind," "Action is legitimate and good;
forever be it honored] right, original, private, necessary
action, proceeding new from the heart of man, and going forth
7
to beneficent ends," By such native capability and worthy
8
motives they would represent the "real aristocracy," "Natural
9
laws will take care of such evaluation," These are the men
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Iwho would have “the right to command” once they have learned
1
the law of obedience.
In his ideal democracy Emerson would put only this
type of man as leader in the government, for his would be a
government not of politiciauis and politics, “Politics is a
2
deleterious profession, like some poisonous handicrafts,”
“Politics is an after-work, a poor patching. We shall one
3
day learn to supersede politics by education," But before
the multitude shall have mat\jred to that Utopian state of
intelligence auid reasonableness when politicians can no longer
4
function, the State exists “to educate the wise man.”
“Constitutions nor laws are of any use in themselves. The
5
help is in the heeui and heart of a man,” And when the wise
6
man as overseer with his “keys of Nature and history," can
unlock the resources of his State, then would sooner be put
into practice the larger object of the State, - “the greatest
7
good of the greatest number,” "Man»s reason for existence is
8
I serve ,” Through his service, furthermore, “the nation must
be governed by common sense and the law of morals. Morality
9
is the object of government,” a type of moral responsibility
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that has seen the interest of history become centered in the
1
fortunes of the poor, and that has given recognition to the
abilities and interests of women, - "women, who always carry
2
the conscience of a people," "Certainly all my points would
3
be sooner carried in the state if women voted,"
There had always been discrimination against and in-
justice toward the poor and the weak, and for them Emerson
felt that "humanity suggests a tender and paternal government.
To see and acknowledge the truth "is the summit of being;
6
justice is the application of it to affairs," But what was
more vital to Emerson than all the cases of economic misfor-
tune, was the lack of virtue in people's inability to "learn
the lesson of self-help. Society is full of infirm people,
6
who incessantly summon others to serve them," "A state of
war or anarchy, in which law has little force, is so far
valuable that it puts every man on trial. But in peace and a
commercial state we depend, not as we ought, on our* knowledge
that we are honest men, but we cowardly lean on the virtue of
others. It is their virtue which keeps the law in any
7
reverence aind power," The antidotes, Emerson felt, for such
moral laxity could come, not through law enforcement, but
through a dependence on one's own honor and labor and through
1 Man the Reformer
2 Speecli on Af^falrs in Kansas ; also. Manners
3 Journals
4 The Fortune of the Republic
5 Character in The Times < 1^1
6 ilie "Reformer
7 The conservative
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a desire for the affections of mankind, ”To make good the
cause of Freedom, you must draw off from all foolish trust in
others. Each must be a Declaration of Independence or a
charter in himself. He only who is able to stand alone is
qualified for society. In that way he protects the state,
There is no Constitution but one's dealing well and justly with
2
his neighbor; no liberty but his invincible will to do right,"
This was the rugged individualism, rightly considered, of our
forefathers, the early founders who "accepted the divine
ordination that man is for use; and that his ruin is to live
3
for pleasure and for show,"
Such men, who by nature or inheritance knew how to
inile themselves, would found a government, for they would be
4
aware that "order is heaven's first law"; but being refined
in themselves, they would not need such a formal or coii5)lex
5
state. It would be functional merely for their needs or
conveniences, since ideally "the state must follow and not
6
lead the character and progress of the citizen,"
"When the Church is social worth.
When the state-house is the hearth.
Then the perfect State is„come.
The republican at home," '
"Power in the people, as in republican forms, has the effect
1 gie Conse^atiye
2 l*he Fugitive Slave Law ; also Heroism
3 Boston
4 The Scholar
5 Worship
6 Politics
7 The poem Politics
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of holding things closer to common sense, A republic has too
many observers to allow its head to be turned by any kind of
1
nonsense." If democracy depended upon active and thoughtful
participation in the government, then Emerson readily sensed
that the public assembly was more nearly honest in getting at
the people's needs, "I like the primary assembly, I have
little esteem for governments, I set the private man first.
The assembly is to watch the government, Man must be able to
2
stand alone," "Our public assemblies are pretty good tests
3
of manly force," With a rightful sense of pride that
bordered on John Hancock's defiance when he wrote his sig-
nature for the weak eyes of George III, Emerson uttered in
1836; "The town-meeting method should be copied and sent to
the English Government as a certificate of progress of the
Saxon race; to continental nations as a lesson of humanity and
4
love ,
"
Provided man remained firm in his principles, con-
5
stantly "inspired by the Divine Soul," then v/ould develop a
breadth of civilization in which statute law would express and
6
not inqjede the mind of mankind; in which the dollar would be
"not value, but representative of value, and, at last, of
7
moral values"; and in which "governments stand by man's
1 The Fortune of the Republic
2 Speech on i^fairs in Kansas
3 Cr^acter in The Times - 1841
4 historical Discourse at Concord
5 The American Scholar - Phi Beta Kappa Address of 1837
6 The Young American
7 Wealth in Conduct of Life
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credence" and by "the one eternal policy of moral rectitude."
What Emerson predicted of Boston would then be true of the
whole democracy: "As long as she cleaves to her liberty, her
education, and to her spiritual faith as the foundation of
3
these, she will teach the teachers and rule the rulers."
Progress toward this goal would necessarily be fraught
v/ith dangers, Emerson v/anted to reach this goal, and he did
not hesitate to point out obstacles and to warn people of
engulfing morasses, "The multitude have no habit of self-
4
reliance or original action"; they "are tainted with this
insanity (of success)
,
as our bankruptcies and our reckless
5
politics may show," "Excellence is lost sight of in the
6
hunger for sudden performance and praise." As a result, only
too often do "the populace drag down the gods to their own
7
level," Emerson hated not only "this shallow Americanism
8
which hopes to get rich by credit," but also any form of
9
"cov;ard compromise, the seed of vice," which pertained to
private or public life. He was forced to conclude that "they
have a long education to undergo to reach siii5)licity and
10
plain-dealing," 'HJnion is a delectable thing, and so is
1 The Sovereignity of Ethics
2 the Present State o:^ Eihical Philosophy
3 Boston
4 Power
6
Success
6 IbI5^
7 Character in North American Review
8 Success
9 The Fortune of the Republic
10
Success
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wealth, and so is life, hut they may all cost too much, if
1
they cost honour.”
I
Emerson countered these admissions with the inspira-
1
tional cry of a patriarch; ”I wish to see America a benefactor
'
I
I
such as no country ever was, hospitable to all nations, legis- I
2
lating for all nationalities,” He had only to listen to the
truths of his own unshackled spirit and ever to turn to his
volumes of history in order to rearouse that abiding optimism
in a young democracy and in, if not the complete perfectability,
at least the development of individuals. Patriots and pioneers
had taught him that “selfish luxury is a spirit that is not
3
American,” It had long been the nature of civilized people
to plan for the future, ”It is easy to see that the existing
generation are conspiring with a beneficence which, in its
working for coming generations, sacrifices the passing one.
The history of commerce is the record of this beneficent
tendency.
’l!Ian*s heart the Almighty to the Futipe set
By secret and inviolable springs,'”^
“The materialist insists on facts, on history, on the force
i
of circumstances and the animal weuits of man; the idealist
on the power of Thought and of V7ill, on inspiration, on miracle,
6
on individual culture,” To this last quality Emerson gave the
1 Journals
2 1?he Fortune of the Republic
3 IbI5^
4 The Young American
5 The Transcendental!St
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greatest in^jortance when he wrote; “The highest end of govern-
1
ment is the cultiare of men*" It should be noted that when
Emerson used the term highest end ^ he did not want it confused
with the phrase chief aim of government. To him highest con-
noted that tone of intelligence and spirituality which may
surmount but must accoii5)any the socialized program of the state.
He confessed its higher idealism when he recorded; "Certainly
2
I go for culture, and not for multitudes." This culture,
"which implies the mind in possession of its own powers, can
3
raise one politically, It*s a rival to monarchy," Republican
and radical as he was, Emerson responded whole-heartedly to
any force that was opposed to monarchy in its usual significance
"On general grounds, whatever tends to form manners or to
4
finish men, has a great value," "That country is the fairest
5
which is inhabited by the noblest minds."
Thus Emerson, that philosopher in whose essays the
casual reader most often finds only the didactic note, has
shown himself to be practical and realistic. He has been
moral - yes, moral - but a morality infused with a clear wis-
dom which finds applicability to the well-being of mankind.
His practicality has directed the rays of history onto the
growth of democracy, in which the establishment of government
must depend upon certain well-defined in5)ulses and goals.
1 Politics
2 Journals
3 Progress of Culture
4 Arisiocracy
6 Heroism
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And finally, by the analysis of several natin?al laws as they
apply to society, institutions, and the individual, Emerson
has given a partial answer to the perplexing question of the
ages, »*Whither mankind?”
Let us summarize Emerson *s general philosophy about
the meaning of democracy by two quotations that sviggest
benefits that would accrue to man and society, were democracy
as perfect as Emerson envisioned. ”Now can your children be
educated, your labor turned to their advantage, and its fruits
secured to them after your death. As soon as you put your
gifts to use, you shall have according to your exhibition of ’
1
desert." '•We have come to feel *by ourselves our safety must
be bought’; to know the resources, good-will, the conviction
of the moral advantages of freedom, social equality, education,
and religious cult\n*e; aind determine to hold fast to this
2
American civilization,"
III. POLITICS AND GOVERmiENT
To read Emerson as he expresses himself in philosophi-
cal concepts about democratic tendencies and the causes thereof
does not give an unexpected result, and Richard Garnett’s
estimate of his political worth might not be too revealing:
"Happy would it be for the United States if Emerson’s essay
on Compensation in particular could be impressed upon
1 The Conservative
2 Social Aims
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the conscience, where there is any, of every political leader;
and interwoven with the very texture of the mind of every one
1
who has a vote to cast,” But if one had the temerity to
suggest that from Emerson *s writing a practical textbook, or
at least a handbook, on politics and government could be
culled, doubt might be raised.
So it is, however, Emerson was very specific in his
attacks upon politics, because once seeing a danger, he never
withheld his hand. He was honest enough to justify the
existence of politics: ”A11 classes and interests must have
2
their spokesmen, A political class must be built up,” But
he could not dam the power once it had gathered itself, ”The
Pultons and Watts of politics, believing in unity, saw that
it was a power, and by satisfying society with justice, they
have contrived to make of this terror the most harmless and
3
energetic form of a State,” The politicians, furthermore,
considering ''persons and property as the two objects for
4
whose protection government exists,” immediately built up
the state with that goal in view. They gained ascendency
because "economical power touches the masses through the
5
political lords,” They built their superstructure and
enhanced their position in the eyes of their constituents.
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But on that score Emerson was merciless. After visits to
Washington his remarks were philippic; "In Washington the
air was electric and violent. Yet one feels how little, more
1
than how much, Man is represented there." To him Congress
showed the lack of "the light incarnated, reason and virtue
2
clothed in flesh," The result was; "The voice of the
intelligent and the honest, of the unconnected and independent,
3
the voice of truth and equity, is suppressed," "Senators
and presidents have climbed so high as an apology for real
4
worth,
"
On the other side of the picture Emerson was aware
that many of the people "know that they need in their repre-
sentative much more than talent, namely the power to msJce his
5
talent trusted," In this case Emerson put the blame upon
the people; "America - it is a village littleness; - village
squabble and rapacity characterize its policy. It is a great
6
strength on a basis of weakness," "The Americans are free-
willers, fussy, self-asserting, bxizzing all round creation,—— |
America is formless, has no terrible and no beautiful conden- |
7
I
sation," The most pointed criticism was against the lassitude
of the American voter, who was interested chiefly in getting
8
money. As Emerson pointed out, because the power of money
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was centered in the politicians, he appreciated the great
1
satire in politic signifying cunning . The solution to their
holding power v;as in the distraction of political parties, -
’•party, that bellowing hound that barks or fawns, distorts
2
all facts and blinds all eyes," "Party sacrifices man to the
3
measure," Continually "the poor people are led by the nose
4
by misused labels," "It is a maxim that all party spirit
produces the incapacity to receive natiiral in^ressions from
5
facts , •'
Again Emerson flayed the public for its credulity.
"A sect or party is an elegant incognito devised to save a
6
man from the vexation of thinking." "The one thing in the
i
7 1
world, of value, is the active soul," The chief disgrace
of the world is for the individual "not to be a unit by hira-
8
self." No one should be reckoned of a party or have his
9
"opinion predicted geographically," Unless people could
learn "the wisdom of sending character instead of talent to
10
Congress," Emerson foresaw the permanent arresting of
democratic progress; "I grieve to see the Government is
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governed by the hurraihs of the citizens. It does not lead
1
opinion, but follows it." With a wry smile Emerson admitted
that many times the people were so hoaxed that in perfect
faith they accepted the news; "The salvation of America and
2
of the human race depends on the next election."
In summary, Emerson deprecated the fact that mam made
so little effort "to look for the permanent in the mutable and
3
fleeting. All are at last contained in the Eternal Cause,"
This would explain Emerson *s own non-participation. It was
not that he was averse to great activity, even on the part of
politicisms, "The project of innovation is the best possible
4
state of things," Too often, however, disasters resulted
5
"out of atten5)ts to do without justice"; and furthermore, "the
spirit of our American radicalism is destructive and aimless.
From neither party has the world any benefit commensurate with
6
the resources of the nation," Emerson saw waste everywhere,
waste of energy and waste of mam *3 potentialities; and by the
very nature of his soul "man does not require for his most
^
glorious flowering this pon^) of preparation and convenience,"
Instead, "emphasis on virtue - by which the moral controls the
will - will do away with loose politics and make the land free
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1
for individual development in humanity,” "There will dawn
ere long on our politics, on our mode of living, a nobler
2
morning in the sentiment of love,"
Before the Utopia could arrive, Emerson recognized the
vastness of the problems, the complexity arising from the
3
largeness of the United States with its many interests, as
well as the growing population, - although around 1860 there
were only about thirty millions of inhabitants. He was glad
4
to see the arrival of aliens; he knev/ the value of having
5
"in our republicsin doctrine -- a variety of opinions"; but
before they had absorbed the wisdom of living by a new freedom,
they presented problems. In extreme moments Emerson wrote;
"Leave this hypocritical prating about the masses, Masses
are rude, lame, unmade, pernicious in their demands and in-
6
fluence, and need not to be flattered but to be schooled,"
Oftentimes they were as a mob, "a society of bodies voluntarily
7
bereaving themselves of reason and traversing its work,"
"The new race is stiff, heady and rebellious; they are fanatics
8
in freedom; they hate tolls, taxes, yea, almost laws," With
some sense of despair Emerson added; "If government knew how.
ii
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I should like to see it check, not multiply the population,"
Even among the more intelligent, the so-called respec-
table, was found a dangerous apathy; "In this country, the
en^jhasis of conversation and of public opinion commends the
practical mem; and the solid portion of the community is
named with significant respect. Ideas are subversive of social
2
order and comfort, and at last make a fool of the possessor."
Emerson saw some light as a possible solution from his intimate
acquaintance with the English. Although both their democracy
and monarchy were inconplete because of irreconcilable
attitudes, yet he could write; "I leave England with an in-
creased respect for the Englishman. His stuff or substance
3
seems to be the best of the world," "The American system is
more democratic, more humane, yet does not yield better men.
Congress is not wiser than Parliament. The pov/er of perform-
ance has not been exceeded, - the creation of value. The
English have given importance to individuals, a principal end
and fruit of every society, — By this general activity and by
this sacredness of individuals, they have evolved the prin-
ciples of freedom. It will be remeinbered as an island famous
4
for immortal laws," If government through its laws cannot
heed this high destiny for individuals, then it is corrupt.
1 Considerations by the V/ay
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3 Letter to Riargaret Fuller Ossoli
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and ''good men must not obey the laws too v;ell," Emerson loved
the history of his own state when, as a colony, it rebelled,
"When llassachusetts had its heroic day, it had no government -
2
it was an anarchy," Emerson was convinced of the need of
government, but this applause hinted at certain limits to which
couraige would march when justice was at stake. And since "a
3
party is perpetually corrupted by personality," "there will
4
always be a government —- v;here men are selfish,"
If, then, weaknesses were to be eradicated and the
real spirit of democracy to be used advantageously, liberality
had to be the keynote of state, and the form of government had
to be so planned that there could be "reconciliation between
5
the theory and practice of life," thus "securing the greatest
6
good of the greatest number," "Conservatism stands on cir-
7
ciimstance
,
liberalism on power," and the sum of power is the
8
applicability of natural forces in the hands of thinking men.
Government eind individuals had to go hand in hand, "The man
9
must bend to the law, never the law to him," "Every law and
usage was a man's expedient to meet a particular case; they
10
are all alterable," Emerson believed with Napoleon;
26
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“Incidents ought not to govern policy, but policy, incidents.
To be hurried away by events is to have no political system at
1 2
all.’* Because “society is a wave" in its multitude of
interests and in its fluidity of activities, Emerson's total
demand of government was foresight, equity of opportunity, and
|
justice in social legislation and international relationships.
Emerson evidently enjoyed the story about politics in
Sicily which he heard from Samuel Taylor Coleridge on the
I
occasion of his visit in 1832, but rarely was he so pessimistic I
about the general state of American politics that he thought it
parallel. It was: “Sicily was an excellent school of politi- '
cal economy; for, in any town there, it only needed to ask what
the government enacted, and reverse that, to know what ought to
3
be done." Neither could he for one minute agree v/ith Bret
Harte, who claimed that gamblers and prostitutes had brought
I
music, styles, and general culture to California; he was
4
assured that religion effected most culture in any society.
Yet, ironically, in the fostering of this same culture, he
observed: “'Tis curious that Christianity, which is idealism,
is sturdily defended by the brokers, and steadily attacked by
5
the idealists."
The best manner of building up an intelligent vote,
of dispelling social superstitions, or of offsetting political ^
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vices was through progressive legislation. This would like-
wise correct cases of inequity whenever or wherever they might
appear. Even though the illustrations which Emerson used may
not be pertinent in the saime v/ay today, yet for the principle
involved they must be presented. He was strongly against
1
slavery. In 1846 he urged that negroes be released from
2
taxes seeing that they had no passport rights. "Who makes
and keeps the Jew or the Negro base, who but you, who exclude
3
them from the rights which others enjoy?" And in regard to
child labor, debtor's prison, and city slum conditions, he
gave what little credit was then due; "The next generation
will thank Dickens for showing so many mischiefs which
parliaunents and Christianities had not been strong enough to
4
remove." "The State is our neighbors; our neighbors are the
State. It is folly to treat the State as if it were some
5
individual, arbitrarily willing thus and so." Faith in an
honest government could produce those miracles, and taxes,
as an expression of that faith, was, in Emerson's mind,
necessary for the order of things. He had no respect for
6
denouncers.
This same principle of justice in social reform was
applied by Emerson when he conceived of legislation on a
1 Address on the (tenth) Anniversary of the F.mancipation of
the Negroes in the British V/est Indie s< Au^st iT 1844
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larger scale. *^omen are, by their social influence, the
1
civilizers of mankind. ” In this, of course, he pictiared
universal suffrage, which in many countries we have seen come
to pass. Intelligent universal suffrage, however, he feared
was one of the most distant goals to attain in the process of
idealizing democracy. "The truth, the hope of any time, must
2
always be sought in the minorities." With humane, as well
as just, laws, "democratic institutions should be more thought-
ful for the interests of women, the training of children, wel-
3
fare of the sick, and the serious care of criminals," "The
State must consider the poor man, aind all voices must speak
4
for him. Every child must have a just chance for his bread,"
Although Emerson put much of the blame upon the vicious circle
created by politicians in their scheme for getting votes,
still he courageously set forth a further charitable burden
which the state had to assume. "This con^julsory support of
5
foreigners has become an inevitable element of our politics,"
This support involved the usual ideas of labor, taxes, welfare,
and the results of crime.
All these financial burdens of the state could more
readily be carried provided Emerson's ideas on three separate
points became a part of statute law or were inculcated in the
1 Woman
2 Progress of Culture
3 The Fortune of the Republic
4 Man the Reformer
5 Wealth in Gondilct of Life
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minds of the taxpayers. First, if the nature of people
1
became "more refined, the government would be less formal,"
thus cutting dovm the tremendous overhead that today makes up
the Federal and state governments. Second, "we waait a state
2
of things in which crime will not pay," S»!uch of this could
be eliminated by less selfishness. Our distrust of the in-
tegrity and purposes of the state leads logically to crime
3
and its consequent support of prisons and courts. Third,
Emerson estimated the heavy cost of war or even the upkeep of
national defense, "V/ar, as any society or institution, is
merely a thought of some men In a cruder society necessi-
4
ties of the strong are satisfied at the cost of the weaik."
Emerson lived through the Civil War; and though he was no
pacifist, he could well distinguish between Justice and greed.
Further obvious functions of society that redounded
to the increased freedom and understanding of the individual,
5 6 7
were freedom of the press, free trade, and civic protection.
These were ideas which, Emerson always contended, any sincere,
intelligent person could uphold. To meet any and all demands,
8
a government "should be a plant; it cannot be a fossil,"
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In paying honor to the illustrious Hungarian patriot,
Kossuth, at Concord, Emerson said; "One day the politics of
Europe and America will mingle, just as their shores are
1
getting closer and closer.” Just because by this prediction
he widened the scope of government, Emerson did not, however,
go astray from any of his principles. He knew that eventuaiLly
all nations, even those which were not at the time democracies,
would be obliged to give their attention to the grov/ing destiny
of man as a rightful being, ”*Tis pedantry to estimate nations
by the census, or by the square miles of land, or other than
2
by their in5)ortance to the mind of the time," "Mediation
and international arbitration are projects the bare starting
3
of which proves civilization and Christianity," The saime
honesty of intent appeared in the two exhortations; "The
4
faith of treaties must be kept inviolate," "America should
affirm that in no instance shall the guns go in advance of the
present right. We must treat all on principles of honest trade
5
and mutual advantage," Emerson admitted that England *s
colonial policy had become liberal, and that in their conquest
of the globe the traders had carried with them the heritage of
6
Saxon liberty. This liberality and freedom were all right,
but the conquest of another people was contrairy to the
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fundamentals of the individual right of self-destiny, “This
undertaking for another is the blunder which stands in
1
colossal ugliness in the governments of the world.”
As might be expected, Emerson had a few ideas more
advanced than his times, the soundness of which, however, has
been proved many times since their promulgation, “Government
2
would be but an easy extension of our commercial system,”
The policy would be to appoint as governors those who had a
genius for the disposition of affairs, and to pay only those
fit to govern, “Could any means be contrived to appoint only
3
thosei” A second proposition was a form of socialized
activity, “Fourier, the Brook Farm, etc, were unconscious
4
prophets of a true state of society.” “All this beneficent
socialism is a friendly omen. Witness Communism, Trades*
5
Union, the Communities of Brook Farm, Fruitlands, and Hopedale,”
By no means did Emerson accept all their philosophies, but by
making con^julsory use of the capabilities of every man, these
cooperatives would unquestionably bring economic success.
From the experience of the colleagues of Brook Farm, who had
no thoughts because there was too much labor, Emerson added
a concession that perhaps literary men and artists “ought to
be released from every species of public or private respon-
1 Politics
2 The Young American
3 Ibid .
4 Historic Notes of Life and Letters in New England
6 The Yoxmg American
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sibility.”
Because, after all, "an empire is an immense egotism,
Emerson felt that no worthwhile activity of a total state
could be productive unless there were honest and concerted
action on the part of every con^jonent member. As an ardent
zealot for all his ideas on an active democracy, he quoted
Ernest Renan: "As soon as sacrifice becomes a duty aoid a
3
necessity to the man, I see no limit to the horizon,"
2
ti
IV, ECONOMICS
By far the most anthropocentric views of Emerson were
in the field of economics. As a Calvinist hated the devil,
so Emerson hated a "dollar" civilization; but he did not
reno\ince the material personality of man*s activities, for as
he looked about, he observed many existing facts that justified
his faith in an ultimate goal for democracy, "But the proud-
est result of this creation (of a democratic independence)
has been the great and refined forces it has put at the dis-
4
posal of the private citizen," As ever, however, Emerson put
the responsibility for real vadue and success directly upon the
worth of the individual. On the one side were his spiritual
warnings: "As long as our civilization is essentially one of
1 Journals
2 Tlie Young American
3 Social Aims
4 Wealth in English Traits
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property) of fences
> of exclusiveness ) it will be mocked by
delusions,” ’’A people satisfied with cheap performance will
2
not easily arrive at better,” When such conditions existed)
Emerson could write: ”The lesson of these days is the
3
vulgarity of wealth,” But as a solution he could add that
4
genius was the remedy for a money-spirit and respectability.
"Power obeys reality and not appearance; according to quality
5
and not quantity,” "Prosperity of this country has been
6
merely the obedience of man to the guiding of nature,” "The
resources of America and its future will be immense only to
7
wise and virtuous men,” "If a man knows the laws of nature)
8
his country cannot spare him,”
On April 14) 1938) President Roosevelt announced to
the people of the American democracy: "I conceive the first
duty of government is to protect the economic welfare of all
the people in all sections and in all groups,” By coincidence
in Washington) D. C,) toO) Emerson announced to his audience
in January) 1862: "There is no interest in any country so
imperative as that of labor. Governments eind constitutions
9
exist for it,” In this theory of political econon^ Emerson,
>
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as usual, emphasized labor, which was from man’s point of view,
although he made no distinction between agriculture, day labor,
industrial machine work, or commercial activity. In all these
endeavors there must be a creative economy^ which "is the fuel
1
of magnificence,"
For every phase, also, Emerson was fully aware of
natural principles of economy; "Free Trade is fit for one
2
nation only on condition that all adopt it," "The basis of
political economy is non-interference. Do not legislate,
3
Meddle, and you snap the sinews with your sumptuary laws,"
"The harvest will be better preserved and go farther laid up
in private bins, in each farmer’s com-barn, than if it v/ere
4
kept in national granaries," "Wealth has its source in
applications of the mind to nature, - in bringing things from
5
where they abound to where they are wanted," "It is each
6
man’s interest that there be wealth or surplus somewhere,"
"Health of man is an equality of inlet and outlet. Any hoard-
7
ing is tumor and disease," "The power of England goes to
show that domesticity is the tap-root which enables a nation
8
to branch v/ide and high,"
Then as to the activity of en5)loyer or employee, Emerson
added other principles; "The one prudence in life is concen-
1 Aristocracy
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4 Journals
5 Wealth
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8 Journals
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tration. It is the secret of strength in all management of
1
human affairs." "The power of a man increases steadily by
2
continuance in one direction," "A system must be in every
3
economy, or the best single expedients are of no avail."
"A master in each art is required. Nor is any investment so
permanent that it can be allowed to remain without incessant
4
watching." "Are our methods now so excellent that all com-
5
petition is hopeless?" One immutable law holds sway above
these economic purposes. "Cause and effect, means and ends,
6
seed and fruit, cannot be severed,"
Emerson took cognizance also of raan*s activities on a
smaller scale: "Let him see that as much wisdom may be
7
expended on a private economy as on an empire," "A man may
8
have that allowance he takes." "What belongs to the individ-
9
ual will come to him; what does not cannot be given,"
These natural laws and principles were constant factors,
no matter what the situation, and Emerson had corresponding
faith because they were so. In the matter of certain statute
laws, however, he noted danger. "The last ages have been
10
characterized by the immense creation of property," In turn.
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"all property must and will pay its tax" to maintain the
government that protects it. With the increase of emphasis on
property and property rights, the state made more and more laws
until more laws deal with property than with individual rights.
"Too much weight has been allowed in the laws to property. Its
2
influence on persons is deteriorating." "The feudal system
3
survives in the steep inequality of property and privilege."
"Never was a people so choked and stultified by forms. We
adore the forms of law, instead of making them vehicles of
4
wisdom and justice."
In his historical treatment of trade Emerson again saw
' the growing freedom of the former serfs. "We rail at trade,
but the historian of the world will see that it was the prin-
ciple of liberty; that it settled America, and destroyed
feudalism, and made peace and keeps peace; that it will abolish
6
slavery." (So assured was he on this matter of slavery as it
pertained to the United States, that he added two years later
in his Journals : "Cotton thread is the Union.") "Trade was
the strong man that broke Feudalism down and raised a new and
6
unknown power in its place." But because of its illimitable
power, unless it remained a "very intellectual force," the evil
of it "would put everything into market; talent, beauty, virtue,
1 Politics
2 Ibid .
3 Result
4 Speech on Affairs in Kansas
'6 Journals
6 The Young American
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and man himself.” ”The aristocracy of trade has no perraan-
2
ence.
”
Any excess of selfishness or diversion of interests
from the good of the majority produces temporary setbacks to
the progress of democracy. Emerson feared ”the machine un-
3
manning the man”; he hated the thou^t of the spirit of a
worker ever becoming enslaved; he knew that enlightened civili-
4
zation rarely existed in regions where wealth was sudden.
These were real tragedies in comparison to bad times resulting
from natiiral causes. At least, the latter had scientific
5
value. ”I should not be pained at a change which threatened
a loss of some of the luxuries of society, if it proceeded
6
from a preference of the agricultural life.” ”\Vhen abuses in
commerce shall be redressed, then a man may select the fittest
7
en5)loyment for his peculiar talent again, without coii4)romise.
”
These thoughts were the signposts for a higher type of individ-
ual existence. To them Emerson added; ”The land is the
appointed remedy for whatever is false and fantastic in our
8
culture.” ”I want the necessity of supplying ray own wants.
9
All this costly culture of yours is not necessary.” ”Take
1 The Young American ; also Wealth in Conduct of Life
2 Ibid .
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i
away fi*om me the feeling that I must depend on n^rself, and
1
instantly I relsix my diligence.” "Society can never prosper
but must always be bankrupt, until every man does that which
2
he was created to do.” "In any country every man ought to
3
be appraised and know for himself his v/orth.” "The distinc-
4
tion of man is his labor." "A cultivated laborer is worth
5
many untaught. A scientific engineer is worth thousainds."
"One of the meters of the height to which ainy civility rose
6
is the skill in the fabric of iron,"
Whether any permanent good could come from such
socialistic views as: "The manual labor of society ought to
7
be shared aimong all members," and "Let the amelioration in
our laws of property proceed from the concession of the rich,
may not be known for some time; at least they have been and
are being experimented with. But on the other hand, the
spiritual truth of Emerson's horse-emd-buggy view on charity
and welfare is undoubted, "The man that works at home helps
society at large with somewhat more of certainty than he who
9
devotes himself to charities."
America seemed God-prepared for the noble experiment
of democracy, "The power of labor which belongs to the
8
II
1 Journals
2 Wealth In Conduct of Life
0 3 Aristocracy
4 The Fortune of the Republic ; also, The American Scholar
5 Progress of Culture
6 The Superlative
7 Man the Reformer
8 Ibid .
9 Farming
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English race fell here into a climate which befriended it.”
2
"It is the country of the Future.” "The greatest dominion
3
will be to the deepest thought.”
V. EDUCATION
So many times did Emerson suggest throughout his
writings that ultimate faith in democracy was going to depend
upon the continuous spiritual development of the people them-
selves, it is logical that his ideas on education should find
a climactic position in this paper. Emerson was reaching his
own height of powers at the very time when his native state
of r^ssachusetts was leading the v/ay in the greatest single
step a nation or a commonwealth ever took in advancing the
cause of democracy, - namely, free, con^julsory public educa-
tion. Strangely his lectures and essays did not refer to
actual legislation at the time, nor did he make reference to
his famous contemporary Horace Mann; but he read aright the
challenges appearing throughout the country, and his philosophy
and pedaigogy were harmonious with what is still being atteii5)ted
in our schools. A country of such grandeur, with its hetero-
geneous population, inspires and expresses "the most expansive
4
and humane spirit,”
1 Boston
2 The Young American
3 Character ; also. Perpetual Forces
4 The Young American
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Preedora, morality, honesty, fearlessness, siii5)licity,
and practicality v/ere the basic elements of his spiritual
philosophy. There was no need for a Legion of Honor in
America; a spiritual aiffinity with other sreats should be
1
enough, ’*1 believe in the closest affinity between moral and
2
material power," "One condition is essential to the social
3
education of man, - namely, morality," ''V/ild liberty develops
4
iron conscience," "V/e are justified in preferring morals to
every other science; for that science has more permanent
5
interest than any other," "Fashion is virtue gone to seed;
6
it is a kind of posthumous honor," "Any deference to some
eminent man or woman of the world, forfeits all privilege of
7
nobility," The forthrightness of the boy from Dame*s School
appealed to Emerson»s sense of emancipation: "I*m as good as
8
you be," "The unremitting retention of sin^jle and high
9
sentiments in obscure duties is hardening the character,"
The lack of this quality v/as pointed out by Emerson in an out-
standing figure like Sumner; "He has the foible of most public
10
men, the egotism which seems almost unavoidable at Washington,"
And finally in the spirit of condemnation; "America - Speed
1 Aristocracy
2 Ibl^
3 Civilization
4 Politics® ‘‘5 The Present State of Ethical Philosophy
6 Manners
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8 Boston
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and fever are never greatness; but reliance and serenity and
1
waiting,
"
For the schools themselves Emerson saw dangers in
education only if naturalness were spoiled and artificiality
2
developed. Following 1840 Emerson was aware of a new moral
age, which developed in a parallel fashion with the Victorian
Age in England, He hoped that the new consciousness of power
3
v/ould find its aim as it v/ent along. He expected little aid
from the newspapers: "The journals contrive to furnish exactly
4
one good piece of news every day," "There is a drag of
5
inertia which resists reform in every shape," but the schools
had possibilities of teaching social ethics, general culture,
physical development, and a practical preparation for public
life and a livelihood. It would be a slow process, but it
was the part of wisdom, '^7e hold to this, until you can
6
demonstrate something better," and time might fulfill a fond
hope: "A;nidst a planet peopled with conservatives, one
7
Reformer may yet be born," Until then, the occasional
brilliant teacher had to be the leader, "Law of gravity is
the universal law of centrality. The mass in a group must
8
respond to a magnetic pov/er,"
1 Journals
2 Ibid .
3 Historic Notes of Life and Letters in Hew England
4 Fate
6
Result
6 The Conservative
7 Ibid :
8 Progress of Culture
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For the ability to live together in society students
had to be guided by balance. •'What good are all sorts of
talents in a maniac?" "Men's actions are too strong for them.
Show me a man who has acted and who has not been the victim
2
and slave of his action." They must avoid ignorant gossip
and misunderstanding. "Is not General McClellan an American
citizen? And is it not the first attribute and distinction of
an American to be abused and slandered as long as he is heard
3
of?" They must be aware of their relation with the state.
"To the intemperate and covetous person mankind would pay no
4
rent, no dividend, if force were once relaxed." Affectation
should be below them; "Great men are not commonly in its
5
halls; they are absent in the field."
The basis of academic work was to be creative reading.
6
"Man hopes; genius creates" suggested a curriculum for
original research. Dr, Samuel Johnson had suggested; "Read
7
anything five hours a day, and you will soon be learned,"
Emerson took exception to the great reading of novels, for
8
"it shows how much we need real elevations," For this need
of a more imaginative literature, he presented poetry, "the
9
perpetual endeavor to express the spirit of the thing,"
1 The Scholar
2 Goethe ; or< the Writer
3 Journals
4 The Conservative
5 ^nners
6 Trtie American Scholar
7 Books
8 Ibid .
9 Poetry and Imagination
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"The poet is the liberator," As a convincing corollary of
the power of poetry he added: "The wicked man has never
2
written poetry," Any great writer, furthermore, "contains
3
the germs of any history," The method of teaching literature
or any subject was by emulation. In this he was much opposed
4
to the Dartmouth system.
Aesthetic values were not to be overlooked: "I do not
undervalue the fine instruction which statues and pictures
5
give," "How to give all access to the masterpieces of art
and nature is the problem of civilization. If properties of
this kind were owned by states, tovms, and lyceums, they would
draw the bonds of neighborhood closer, A town would exist to
6
an intellectual purpose," A still more public display would
be beautiful public gardens "which might well make the land
7
dear to the citizen, and inflame patriotism," Perhaps because
of the incompleteness within the individual, Emerson felt
certain dangers if artistic training were overdone. In regard
to some musical artists: "Politics, bankruptcy, frost, famdlne,
war - nothing concerns them but a scraping on a catgut, or
8
tooting on a bass French horn," "Men of the world feel that
most idealistic views unfit children for business in their
Journals
Poetry and Imagination
Journals
tbid .
Domestic Life
i^alth in Conduct of Life
The Young American
8 Journals
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The scholar is unfurnished who has only literary
1
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With a more rounded development in mind, Emerson was
much in favor of physical training. In viewing some sturdy
laborers, he commented: ’’Cultivation never, except in war,
2
makes such forms and carriage as these.” Being favorably
impressed with V/est Point: "I think it excellent that such
tender youths should be made so manly and masterly in rough
exercise of horse and gun and cannon and muster. I think their
ambition should be concentrated on their superiority in
3
science,” ”Our culture therefore must not omit arming of the
4
man.” ”I wish to have mjral strength and religion for ray
5
children, and I wish city facility and polish,” ’’Sport is
6
the bloom and glow of a perfect health,” ’’Generals and
leaders of colonies esteem men of irregular and passional force
7
the best timber,”
Besides all these educational principles which, more or
less, had to do with development within the individual, Emerson
made the greater demand, of course, v/hich impelled schools and
colleges to make the yoimg people capable of understanding
public affairs and of assiiming full responsibilities. If "a
8
dollar in a university is worth more than a dollar in jail,”
1 The Scholar
2 Journals
3 Ibld^
4 Heroism
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then as a primary step they must be able to assimilate the
influx of aliens, ”1 see with joy the Irish emigrants landing
at Boston, at New York, and say to myself. There they go - to
school," Among Americans there was an overabvindance of
2
"haste, slipshod ways, flippant self-assertion," Furthermore,
"there is an American disease, a paralysis of the active facul-
ties, which falls on young men as soon as they have finished
3
their college education," The cause might be the bigotry of
the college if a student "refuse prayers and recitations
4
though he were Newton or Dante," From a personal point of
view Emerson could smile over the misunderstanding that was
allowed to exist about the teachers and professors themselves,
when he said: "Country people look upon a scholar as nothing
6
but a lecturer and member of the School Committee."
But whatever the conplaints, there must be open-minded-
ness, The struggle between real power and what is merely its
established forms "is envenomed by ignorance and selfishness
on both sides, which always depraves human affairs, and also
6
prevents the war from being one purely of ideas," "Knov/ledge
transfers the censorhip from the State House to the reason of
7
every citizen," This same type of knowledge about office-
seekers would no longer let people ventiire "to put any man
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in any place v/ithout knowing his will," When, after all,
"the thought or fancy is actiially a truth , then comes develop-
2
ment. It is thus the true image of the man,"
In a still more practical vein Emerson continued:
"The steep antagonism between the money-getting and the
academic class must be freely admitted, and perhaps is the
more violent, that whilst our work is in^osed by the sail and
3
the sea, our culture is the tradition of Europe."
If this clash between the goal of education and the
actualities of life existed, then it would seem to jeopardize
successful attainment in the process of education for a stable
democracy. But there again was predominant the faith of
Emerson in his ideas on democracy. Even when he could put
before his readers or auditors the most dismal prospects, there
was flaming in his mind the vision of high social aims. "These
are the bases of civil society; manners, lucrative labor,
public action, whether political or in the leading of social
institutions. We have much to regret, much to mend, in our
society; but I believe that with all liberal and hopeful men
there is a firm faith in the beneficent results v/hich we really
enjoy; that intelligence, manly enterprise, good education,
virtuous life and elegant manners have been and are found here,
4
and, we hope, in the next generation will still more abound,"
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DIGEST OF THE THESIS
Just because the average reader of Emerson is inclined
to think of him as only the Transcendental philosopher, it
might be well to suggest the possibility that although he
never wrote a scientific treatise on government or economics,
or even a general paper on education, he filled his works with
an awareness of the problems that faced a democracy.
In setting forth the problems, as well as envisioning
a goal for democracy, he was guided by a wisdom that was com-
pounded of his studies, his travels, his heritage, and his
philosophy of faith and serenity. The type of progress which
he hoped for was based upon the ultimate enrichment and wisdom
of the individual. All civilized history had been pointing
the way to ft*eedom and ennoblement for every man. For a
democracy to meet those growing ideals for mankind, both must
believe in a purposeful existence, abiding by natural laws
and moral attitudes.
In the matter of government Emerson felt that many,
many errors of politics would have to be eradicated. Further-
more, he faced openly and coiu'ageously the existing weaknesses
of society and established laws. If the form of government
was finally to be organized "for the greatest good of the
greatest number,” it must be imbued with a liberalism that
would slowly evolve a beneficent socialism.
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Broadly speaking, Emerson’s main theory in the field
of economics was a "creative econony," of benefit both to the
individual and the country. With the absolutism of economic
principles, there could be little of national socialism. The
individual must have complete freedom without interference
from the state. As labor is the basis for economic activities,
Emerson expressed that governments exist for it. He defended
free trade, feeling that it was the only basis for mutual
advantage, A selfish misuse of resources had brought about a
wrong enphasis upon property, until there existed more statute
law about property rights than about rights of the individual.
If the ennoblement of man and society were to be
eventually gained, then the responsibility lay chiefly upon
proper education. Morality, sin5)licity, and plain-dealing
were the main criteria. The school and community programs
must eii:5)hasize social ethics, academic creativeness, aesthetic
appreciation, physical development, and practical \mderstanding.
The last would be especially necessary for the proper relation-
ship between state and citizen.
In sumraairy, in his Social Aims Emerson admitted the
obstacles, but did not lose heart, though the attainment of
his ideals might be far in the future.
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(Notes on this Bibliography and on other Sources)
As this thesis has been primarily to present Emerson’s
own expressions on the subject of democracy, perhaps the only
deficiency in this bibliography is the incori^jlete use of his
Journals . But as the entries in these Journals were used so
copiously for the substance of his essays, letters, and
lectures, it seems doubtful if further gleanings would in any
way produce other than further illustrations of the ideas
already set forth. That is why Bliss Perry’s The Heart of
Emerson’s Journals has seemed adequate for this paper.
Emerson’s biographical sketch of Thoreau and his
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address at the memorial meeting for Theodore Parker (Old
South Leaflets, Volume IV) produced nothing significant for
the subject of democracy. Likewise, the two volumes of letters:
Letters from Ralph Waldo Emerson to a Friend (Houghton, Mifflin.
1899) and Correspondence between Emerson and John Sterling
(Houghton, Mifflin) are so con^jletely on literary subjects
that they have little bearing. The two volumes of corres-
pondence between Thomas Carlyle and Ralph Waldo Emerson
(James R. Osgood and Company, 1883) presented five brief state-
ments that might have been quoted, had more illustrations been
needed. They appear in the letters of August 8, 1839, April 19,
1853, April 17, 1855, December 8, 1862, and January 7, 1866.
(James R. Osgood and Con5)any, 1883)
For critical essays on Emerson that are somewhat per-
tinent to the topic of democracy, Poole *s Index to Periodical
Literature and its successor, the Reader* Guide , from the year
1882 up through 1937, list fifteen articles. None of this
material has been used, hov/ever; for, as already stated, the
purpose of this thesis is to organize Emerson* s own conceptions
without atten5)ting a study of the background of and the causes
for Emerson* s view. That, it seems to me, is the scope of a
doctorate *s thesis.
In the field of critical biographies of Emerson, my
reading was limited; for, once again, I entertained no piarpose
of giving other people *s views of Emerson, It was sufficient
to let Emerson *s comments speak for themselves. However, out
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of five biographical works, - najnely, those of Van Wyck Brooks,
J. E. Cabot, Bliss Perry, Tovmsend Scudder, and George Edward
Woodberry, only one chapter gave any acknowledgment of
Emerson's practical views on such a topic as democracy. That
was Chapter IV in Emerson Today by Bliss Perry, (Princeton
University Press, 1931)
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gjJoo'sS Uox’x neV lo teorfd' ^v^otnjRn
- ^aairrov IfioirfqiSriqroxa' ovi'i- ^
os*ioeO f;ae {aaij^t/oS xSiissnwoT afeilS jJ'ocfi^ ,S .$
‘io Jrrw^sXronaij/B Qvc^ isJ-qjBffo ano xJiao f'cnixibco^
JsfiT
, v^OjS'i&oineo ei^. oJbqc.^ r. iloife rro awslv IJB^>ic^omq a*jaoe»i;.'ai^
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